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After conducting an independent analysis of the European MVNO industry, Frost & Sullivan has recognized

Stream Technologies (http://www.stream-technologies.com/) for a 2016 Best Practices Award.



The award in Product Line Strategy Leadership in the IoT MVNO industry recognises Stream's connectivity

management platform IoT-X for its scalability, low deployment cost, network-agnostic attributes and

advanced feature set of.  IoT-X capability extends to subscription management (2/3/4G, LTE, LoRa, WiFi,

IP and non-IP traffic), billing, multicast/protocol data routing and business logic

alerts/messaging/instruction. 



Frost & Sullivan Analyst states “Stream has served the IoT market for over 15 years and has remained

significantly focused on connectivity and network management throughout that time. The company continues

to stake its claim based on technical quality, vertical depth, and price competitiveness, as well as an

increasing roster of partnerships with third-party solutions providers. It has now positioned itself for

geographic expansion beyond its core market of Western Europe, and as a software solutions and platform

development company is able to address a broad set of customer requirements.” 



IoT-X is rapidly being adopted by an increasing number of global enterprise clients and MNOs who seek a

competitive and differentiated solution for connectivity management as they scale in IoT and M2M.  The

platform benefits from agile integration into core networks and third-party apps and legacy platforms

through API sets, and continues to evolve rapidly via Stream's in-house software development capability.



Frost & Sullivan’s Best Practices Awards recognize companies throughout a range of regional and global

markets for superior leadership, technological innovation, customer service, and strategic product

development. Frost & Sullivan's industry analyst team benchmarks market participants and measures their

performance through independent, primary interviews, and secondary industry research in order to evaluate

and identify best practices.



Frost & Sullivan's intent is to help drive innovation, excellence and a positive change in the global

economy by recognizing best-in-class products, companies and individuals



About Frost & Sullivan:



Frost & Sullivan is a growth partnership company focused on helping clients achieve transformational

growth as they work through an economic environment dominated by accelerating change, increasing risk and

the powerful disruptive impact of the conversion of new business models, disruptive technologies and mega

trends on their industry.



The company has spent more than 50 years guiding clients toward transformational growth strategies by

focusing on innovation opportunities driven by disruptive technologies, mega trends, emerging markets and

new business models. 
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About Stream Technologies



Stream Technologies, headquartered in the UK, is the company behind IoT-X. IoT-X is an agile/API based

Connectivity Enablement, Monitoring, Billing and Rules Based Decision Making platform. Designed for all

operators of Cellular, Satellite & Low Power Wide Area networks (incl LoRaWAN), IoT-X is offered as a

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and is fast becoming recognised as the most innovative PaaS in IoT. IoT-X

offers low cost, low risk, high functionality of connectivity management, resulting in fast time to

market, with support from one of the most experienced technical and operational teams in IoT.



Contact:

info@stream-technologies.com
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